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Hallim Gonae Olle

Jeju Olle Route 15

Jeju Olle Route
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Total Distance: 19.1km
Total Time: 6~7 hour
Difficulty: Medium
It is a relatively long trail. You will pass through
small oreums and forest paths.

Wheelchair Accessible Area: None
	Starting Point: Hallim-hang(harbor), in
front of Biyang-do Ferry Ticket Center
Finishing Point: Gonae-pogu(port)
Stamp Station
Hallim-hang(harbor) / Nameup Elementary
School / Gonae-pogu(port)

Restaurants for Lunch
There are pork and beef restaurants around
Napeup Elementary School and Napeup-ri Office. There is no restaurant past this point until
Gonae-pogu (port).
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Hallim – Gonae Olle
Jeju Olle Trail heads back to the ocean. Jeju Olle Trail Route #15 begins at the sea in
Hallim, passes through the villages, farmlands and oreums(small inactive volcano) on
the land, and back to the sea in Gonae. Outstanding scenery unfolds at the Hallimhang(harbor), with seagulls and wild geese over the sea to your left. Just like a flock
of pigeons in an inner city park. The wooden statue of a seagull and live seagulls
lingering around create a strangely pleasant art piece. The distance grows between
yourself and the waters as soon as you pass Hansu-ri.
This marks the beginning of the village Olle . A lone village appears, followed by evergreen fields with small ponds, two oreums and a hidden warm-temperate forest.
Make wild guesses on where the road will take you next. Scenery only gets better
as you walk deeper into the route. You still get a hint of the blue sea in the fields and
oreums. Drawn to the ocean, we arrive at Gonae-pogu(port). It is the end of Route
#15. The red sunset by the trees near Baeyeomgol Trail is a gift for those who have
endured the long journey.

Transportation
Direction to the starting point
From Jeju-si Take west bound intra-city bus #702 at Jeju Intercity Bus Terminal to
Hallim Gas Station bus stop(55 minutes) → Walk toward the gas station and walk
another 50m in direction of the ocean at the traffic light → Walk 70m to your right at
pogu to find the starting point
From Seogwipo-si Take west bound intra-city bus #702 at Seogwipo Intercity Bus
Terminal to Hallim Catholic Church bus stop(80 minutes) → Walk 50m toward the
ocean at the traffic light → Walk 70m to your right at pogu to find the starting point

Direction from the Finishing point
To Jeju-si Walk 550m backward(against Gonae-bong(peak)) to Gonae-ri bus stop across
the 4-lane traffic light → Take west bound intra-city bus #702 to Jeju-si(40 minutes)
To Seogwipo-si Walk 500m backward(against Gonae-bong(peak)) to Gonae-ri
bus stop in front of the village entrance → Take west bound intra-city bus #702 to
Seogwipo-si(100 minutes)

Attractions
Yeongsaesaengmul It is a pond on bedrock, some parts exceeding 1m in depth.
A house was built with the clay dug up from this spot, and a pond formed naturally.
Popular among the local residents to watch swallows play by the pond. The place
has different names, such as Yeomsaeseomul, Yeongseosaengyimul, Yeongsaesaengmul, Yeongsaeseongmul.
Geumsan Park Next to Napeup Elementary School is the forst of the warmtemperate wild plants. Silver Magnolia, Japanese Cinnamon, Aucuba, Blue Japanese
Oak, Japanese Coral Tree, and Camellias form an evergreen forest even during the
winter. It is a rare evergreen forest on flatland, and is designated as the 375th Natural
Heritage because of its scholastic value. It is a place where the aristocrats of the island
wrote poems or exchanged friendly conversations. It is an ideal place for the tired
souls to cool down under the trees in summers, and stay warm in winters.
Haga-ri stonewalls and Yeonhwa-mot Haga-ri is a village located to the right of
the main roads down Gonae-bong(peak). It is not part of the trail, but, if you have
time, we recommend you to pay a visitit. All houses in the village were restored by
replacing their fences with old stonewalls. Yeonhwa-mot(pond), the largest pond
in Jeju, is located at the center of the village. The width of the pond is 12,200 square
meters, filled with lotus blossoms in summer.
Gonae-bong(peak) It is an oreum(small inactive volcano) located to the southeast
of Gonae-ri. It isn’t too tall, but it still blocks the sight of Halla-san from the village. The
village became one of the few spots in Jeju where Halla-san(mountain) is not visible. It
takes about 20 minutes to the top by foot. There are exercise posts installed near the
top and what makes it better is the magnificent open view of Halla-san(mountain).
While Halla-san(mountain) isn’t visible from the village, Gonae-bong (peak) brought to
the village people the gym with the best view. Gonae-bong (peak) was names after
the name of the village, and has also been called Goni Oreum or Gono Oreum.
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